What Others Have Said
“Harlene really does what she writes and says.” Sweden
“Now I´m back in Barcelona, I´m continuing working… but in a different way.
Something has changed and I´m not sure yet what it´s been all about, but I feel I can work with them a
little by little from a different perspective and I wanted to thank you for that.” Spain
“I wanted to take a brief moment to share with you how profoundly moved I was with your book
[Conversation, Language and Possibility]. Out of all the texts and readings we have been required to
read, I want you to know your book has had the most profound impact on me personally and
professionally. It was the first text that I read and felt a sense of deep connection and understanding. It
was an "ah ha" moment. I had not up until this point had a vocabulary to describe how I wish to work
with clients, friends, family...anyone. It is deeply honoring of the total being and their unique and personal
journey. I thank you for writing this book and hope to sometime attend a workshop and develop my skills
in collaborating relationships and dialogical communication.” USA
“I was enlightened in the consult...Maybe I was too engaged in my story, so during the consult process,
some questions (such as “the inner energy of learning addiction”; “the relation between what you want to
do and the way you want to do”) from Harlene, I didn’t make comments then, but when I reviewed the
videotaped consultation, I found these question and discussions made deep and profound influence on me,
I got to realized that some concepts are a prison for me. I was locked by concepts…now I am more
sensitive and reflective about each idea emerging in my mind. It is really a big insight in me. ….Thank
you so much for your insightful teaching and mentoring! I will continue my journey.” China
“The postmodern approach has a very eastern philosophical feel and is deeply spiritually honoring. I
believe I have really found an area that I wish to continue to grow.” Saudi Arabia
“I have felt so relaxed, organized and have enjoyed teaching this class more than any before. The only
variable that I can see was the feedback experience in the supervisor's course…possible perspectives and
ideas were wonderful and I want to thank you for the opportunity again…what a valuable experience for
professors! Some shifting within and consequently outside of me occurred!” USA
“I am not sure if you remember me. I consulted you during your seminar in Prague in September this year
the consultation was a public presentation of your work we were addressing the issue of relationship with
prison guards. To start with, I would like to thank you again for the conversation I was feeling really
good and free even if the context could have been quite stressful (people around). Also the „problem“ has
stopped to appear as a problem since our conversation even if I have not made any radical changes in my
behavior. I am able to see my relationships with prison guards from many different positions now and the
problem has somehow lost. I am really very grateful for the experience of conversation with you and I
hope that I will have future possibility to meet you.” Czech Republic
“. . . your work is moving our field in more life affirming directions . . . your work is quite inspirational”
USA
“I was extremely glad that I volunteered to the consultation. I could not have imagined how incredibly
useful it was going to be. I was able to speak about my frustrations with a new found hope, thanks to
Harlene’s gentle probing, inquisitive manner.” USA

”I returned home to find there are many opportunities for 'collaboration' and constructing our world
together. I'm keeping two thoughts in mind.... 'its both and' not 'either or' and keep the space open for
conversations.
“A note to add....I feel that I may have found a new 'quietness' or 'patience' … I seem to be more settled
with the idea of just bringing people into open conversations and letting go of the outcomes.” Canada
“Again I have to give credit to Harlene for the way she structured this learning experience. I expected to
learn from her, but could not have imagined I would have seven additional teachers [referring to the other
participants] as well.” USA

